
Ar#ficial Selec#on 

David Sloan Wilson:  Now let me try the following move on you. And this might be the last big thing that 
we discuss, but we'll see, but this has been a great conversa<on. Oh no, there's one thing a>er that. If 
we take ar<ficial selec<on, which was well known and therefore something that Darwin could appeal 
to… 

Terrence Deacon:  And which is his term, natural selec<on is just nature doing ar<ficial selec<on.  

DSW:  In that case we have human agents that are deliberately selec<ng proper<es in domes<cated 
plants and animals, so the target of selec<on is fully conscious by a human agent, but it's s<ll an 
evolu<onary process, because they're relying on varia<on and heredity and replica<on and all that. We 
can say that ar<ficial selec<on, we can straighGorwardly say—I don't see how anyone could disagree 
with it—that ar<ficial selec<on has a human conscious component, but s<ll remains an evolu<onary 
process. There's no way out of that.  

TD:  I'll qualify it. Here's how I'll qualify it. Let's say I want to breed a form of pigeon that has long tail 
feathers. In breeding for that, I select against lots of other variants and only those that have these longer 
tail feathers, select genera<on a>er genera<on. And I get pigeons with long tail feathers. The ques<on is, 
what I did is I had a model of where I wanted to go. And that model determined how individuals were 
bred with other individuals. That model preceded the process. 

 What happens in the wild. Let's say we're talking about an animal like the widowbird that has long tails. 
The key there is it's not just the long tail that's being selected. Where the breeder selec<ng for long tails 
may end up with chickens that have weird feet. Or can't digest certain foods. Incidental associa<ons with 
this.  

DSW:  Which we know is one of the hot topics. Which you know is the domes<ca<on syndrome. All the 
things that get dragged along with it.  

TD:  Exactly, it's a real problem. And that's because what's happening is that selec<on is focused on one 
thing, but not the whole body. Not the integrated organism. It's focused on one feature. But in order to 
reproduce in the natural world everything has to be working. Although you can have selec<on that 
drives one feature in extreme to others, if the balance is lost you don't reproduce. 

DSW:  Well, that doesn't interfere with the main point I'm trying to make. Let me pull you back to my 
point. I began by just no<ng that ar<ficial selec<on is a conscious process of evolu<on because humans 
are the conscious agents that are selec<ng the traits. The second thing I'll note is that the study of 
evolu<on became so very gene-centric during most of the 20th century, and whereas cultural evolu<on 
was part of what was considered earlier than that, it was really excluded un<l the 70s, 80s, 90s when 
evolu<onists went back to basics, as I put it, and to find a Darwinian process, anything that includes 
those three ingredients of varia<on, selec<on and replica<on.  

 So now we're beginning to think about human cultural evolu<on again, from an evolu<onary 
perspec<ve. Of course the social sciences and humani<es have been thinking about human culture all 
along. But they were phobic about evolu<on, as well they should be, they righGully accused evolu<onists 
of being too gene-centric. Gene<c determinism. And they were right.  

 But now at last the evolu<onists are coming back to study human cultural evolu<on, and now that we 
are we can say that human cultural evolu<on is quite a lot like ar<ficial selec<on. In other words, we're 
not talking about what we do with our domes<cated plants and animals, we're talking about what we do 
with ourselves. That we have conscious targets and that we work towards those targets in a varia<on, 
selec<on, replica<on fashion. And so human cultural evolu<on we can straighGorwardly say has a 



purposeful component and always a blind component as well. But a purposeful component, that's as 
straighGorward a statement as we could make. It's as straighGorward as the statement we made about 
ar<ficial selec<on having a purposeful component. And in a sense Teilhard was geXng at that, when he 
said that there's something about human evolu<on that is conscious and that consciousness is evolu<on 
reflec<ng upon itself and so on and so forth.  

 What do you think of all that? 

TD:  Let me start with the first one, the domes<ca<on syndrome. Ar<ficial selec<on, because it doesn't 
select on the whole, on the balance of all the parts, o>en has unintended consequences. I would not 
want to call that evolu<on. It uses some of the features of evolu<on. But selec<on works differently 
because it's working on parts. 

 If we use that as our model for what we do, modifying our social situa<on. We have the same problem 
as domes<ca<on. And that is our myopia. That is looking at some traits that we think are the right traits, 
can imbalance the whole significantly.  

 This is the problem that I think that I would call the engineering view of life. If you engineer life, you 
o>en<mes don't pay a\en<on to the en<re system and how the system is integrated. Everything about 
wholes, about organisms, about units of selec<on and so on, is about an integrated unit and the less it's 
integrated, the less likely it's going to be stable over <me. This has to do with what we were talking 
about, in terms of coopera<ve groups and so on.  

 I think of what we some<mes call conscious evolu<on, as engineers trying to evolve. And when you do it 
by engineering, this is what one of my forebears, Gregory Bateson kept saying, he said, "If you approach 
the ecosystem like an engineer, you'll work on some part and you'll imbalance the whole.” 

DSW:  I can agree with that Terry, I don't disagree with that. But I think that also goes for good old natural 
selec<on. And in some, just pick a standard case, where a par<cular trait bestows fitness and so it 
evolves and all sorts of stuff gets dragged along with it. That point, that things are interconnected and 
the selec<on, either the natural selec<on or the ar<ficial selec<on results in this byproduct and so on 
and so forth. Okay, that's true for all forms of evolu<on, and therefore I don't see how it bears upon this 
dis<nc<on of conscious evolu<on… 

TD:  Say it in a different way. That the farmer is not interested in whether the health of the future 
genera<ons is what's at stake. He's interested in making more meat on the bone of his ca\le, causing his 
chickens to lay eggs more rapidly or all <mes of year and so on.  Whereas natural selec<on is about the 
whole organism always. Because reproduc<on is the final, you might say arbiter, of how well you've 
done. How well the organism has been integrated in it's current situa<on.  Situa<ons can change so that 
things are now out of sync. But ar<ficial selec<on is selected towards a trait. We o>en<mes make the 
mistake of thinking that natural selec<on is also towards a trait. It's always with respect to a trait, with 
respect to its context.  

DSW:  Couldn't we be suitably systemic in our ar<ficial selec<on? 

TD:  Yes I think we could. And I think that the development of modern compu<ng. Our understanding of 
how genomes work and so on will probably make it possible that we'll be able to act on the whole 
system. So I don't think that it's impossible that you could bring them together. But the key is what's the 
goal? What's driving it? In the case of natural selec<on, or in the case of what we're looking at if I want 
to understand the whole system and op<mize the whole system? It's about op<mizing the system. It's 
not about crea<ng a par<cular trait. 

DSW:  I would think that to translate that into a modern context, take something like the smart ci<es 
movement, which is one of the things we'll be covering. The right way to do that, would have been in the 
first place, have a whole dashboard of metrics that you want to drive up, not just one. And then when 



you contemplate a policy change, then you have to compare with the whole dashboard that's important 
to you. It's a mul<-dimensional process. And yes there will be trade-offs. Some<mes some things may 
make other things worse, you have to make a judgment call. But you are being systemic at that point. 
You're trying to evolve the whole system.  

TD:  The key difference I want to make is that ar<ficial selec<on is o>en myopic. And what we want is to 
avoid that myopia and the key is, we've got to look at the health of the whole.  


